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Abstract
Precision diagnosis requires specific markers for differential ethnic populations. Prostate-Specific
Antigen (PSA) level (threshold of 4ng/ml) has been widely used to screen prostate cancer and as
reference of pro-biopsy but false diagnosis frequently occurs. Prostate health Index (PHI) is a new
diagnosis marker which combines PSA, free PSA and p2PSA4. Overall the PCa screening database
is lacking in Kazakhstani patients. We analyzed the PSA levels and Gleason scores of 222 biopsies
collected in 2015 in Almaty area, Kazakhstan approved by institutional ethics board. We found
using PSA of 4ng/ml as threshold, only 25.68% of patients have cancer with Gleason score ranged
6-8 and 65.77% of patients have no character of cancer. Moreover, there is no significant
correlation between PSA and cancerous (P=0.266) or Gleason grade (P=0.3046) based on
pathological biopsy. In addition, PHI is not correlated to prostate cancer (P=0.4301). Our data
suggest that false-positive rate is much higher than the correct-positive diagnosis when using PSA
as the first screening. Thus in this cohort study, most patients can not get benefit from the PSA
screening for precision PCa diagnosis. As Kazakhstani family trees are unique and complicated
because of history and migration, the high rate of over diagnosis might be due to the
hyperexpression of PSA via heterosis in Eurasian men. Therefore we should be cautious when
using pro-biopsy in precision diagnosis for Eurasian prostate cancer patients.
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Introduction
Prostate cancer (PCa) is one of the most
prevalent and frequently diagnosed cancers among
male all over the world. It is expected that number of
cases will be increased to 1.7 million approximately
by the year of 2030 [1]. These figures can be explained
by the overall aging of population, which contributes
to some of the risk factors. The other factors are family

history of PCa patients and ethnicity. In particular, the
incidence has dramatically increased over the past
decade in Asian males [2-3]. Asian countries have
been reported to have considerably lower incidence
rate compared to African Americans and European
Caucasians [2]. However, recent data showed general
trend towards increasing mortality rate in Asia in
http://www.jcancer.org
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particular in China (Hong Kong), Kazakhstan, and
Korea, even faster than in high-risk countries due to
changes in the lifestyle, westernization of diet and
increase of obesity [3-5].
Personalized medicine is able to predict the
onset of the disease at an early stage and, more
importantly, enables health care system to function
more efficiently. Patients have an opportunity to
benefit from major discoveries in biology and Human
Genome Project. Personalized medicine has been
applied into diagnosis of PCa. One of the valuable
preventive clinical tools for PCa is early screening
using serum for detection of prostate specific antigen
testing (PSA). PSA is a serine protease produced by
both malignant and normal cells [6]. In healthy
organism prostate specific antigen is secreted into
glandular ducts in concentrations million times higher
than in plasma but in PCa, malignancy causes damage
to secretory pathways which allow leaking of PSA
into extracellular space [6]. Therefore, increased PSA
level in serum is a sign of both inflammatory and
neoplastic processes happening in prostate. There are
many debates on PSA screening accuracy. Moreover,
the correlation between PSA and PCa measured by
Gleason Score is still unclear in different populations
[7]. Another method to measure PSA is prostate
health Index (PHI) which combines PSA, free PSA and
p2PSA4 [8]. Compared to traditional PSA method,
PHI based screening accuracy remains elusive.
Kazakhstan is one of the Asian countries where
prostate cancer became a serious health concern due
to increase in incidence and mortality [3-5]. In 2006
there were 606 cases per 100000 with more than 50%
mortality rate [3-5]. National census (2009) revealed
that Kazakhstani population constitutes over 17
million people [9]. Among them only 63.1% are ethnic
Kazakhs, 23.7% are Russians and others are Uzbeks,
Germans, Tatars, Azerbaijanis, Ukrainians etc [9].
Therefore it is extremely important to personalize
medicine for prostate cancer diagnosis in Kazakhstan.
The first attempt was performed in 2015 when
“Personalized medicine and Global Health”
conference was held in Astana organized by the
Nazarbayev
University.
However,
area
of
personalized medicine is still poorly developed. As a
result, there is a lack of reliable prostate cancer
screening system in Kazakhstan.
Widely accepted threshold value of PSA for
Western countries is 4.0 ng/ml [10]. Patients are
strongly recommended to perform biopsy to verify or
exclude presence of PCa if the value is higher than the
threshold. However, this particular cut-off value is
not uniform across the ethnicities. Recent studies
reported that Asian people with PSA less than 4.0
ng/ml also have a high positive predictive PCa [11].
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Taking into account of multinationalism and high
number of interethnic marriages during last 8
centuries it is suggested that PSA cut-off values of
neither Asians nor Europeans are applicable for
Kazakh population [12]. Absence of extensive
screening, specific to Kazakhstan cut-off value of PSA
and imperfections of PSA based method itself are
major burdens in development of reliable testing
system for prostate cancer. There is a high demand in
search for new accurate methods for PCa prediction
which are personalized for Kazakhstani population
with its specific phenotype.

Materials and methods
Patients
The study was conducted according to the
approval of Kazakh National Medical University
ethical board. PSA diagnosis results of 222
Kazakhstani male cancer patients aged between 50
and 66 were used in this study, which was held in
2015 at Almaty Medical Center, Kazakhstan. This
Center has served a large quantity of local and
national population for a long period of time using
invariable methods. These results gave a possibility to
use PSA levels and Gleason score to study the
standards of PSA diagnosis in Eurasian men,
particularly men from Kazakhstan. Blood samples
were taken from these men and the concentrations of
total, free PSA and p2PSA in units of ng/ml were
measured. The techniques of obtaining PSA serum
were the same for all patients. PSA was measured
within a week after getting the blood sample. Biopsy
was done after the PSA diagnosis test for all of the
patients. The results of pathological biopsy were also
used for identification of Gleason score. Gleason score
was needed for determination of PSA diagnosis
accuracy, differentiating the patients with cancer from
patients with false positive PSA test results. A
pathologist assigned the score and the variables such
as age and prior medical history were hidden from
the specialist. Finally, the diagnosis was approved by
positive results of biopsy and an urologist conclusion.

Statistical calculation
A special document for collecting all of the
needed information on variables and the test results of
each patient was created. Given that all continuous
variables abnormally distributed, non-parametric
analysis was done on the number of patients with
higher and lower PSA levels than standard. The
quantity of patients with PSA more or less than 4
ng/ml, was calculated and illustrated on the
histogram. Moreover, patients with cancer and
without cancer, according to their biopsy results, were
shown in both categories. The same was done in the
http://www.jcancer.org
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means of PHI testing method for the comparison of
tests. The accuracy of both tests was determined by
checking the correlation using Chi-square analysis.
The distribution of PSA level and Gleason score of
each patient was analyzed and the statistical
significance was determined according to the
Spearman’s correlation test. Number of patients with
false positive results was also calculated to visualize
low correlation of PSA level diagnosis, PHI testing
with the actual cases of prostate cancer.

Results
We collected data of 222 male patients aged
50-66 upon ethics board approval at Kazakh National
Medical University to compare PSA levels and
Gleason score from biopsy in 2015 in Almaty area,
Kazakhstan. The overall data representation is shown
in the Figure 1A. In this cohort study, cancer
prediction by using PSA level of 4ng/ml as threshold
resulted in high amounts of false positive (146
patients out of 146+57). It means that out of 203
patients with expected prostate cancer, only 57 of
them will have the disease. Thus only low percentage
(7.66%) of correct negative patients with PSA levels
ranging from 1.7 to 3.9 ng/ml showed no pathological
characteristics of prostate cancer or just prostatic
intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) (Fig. 1A). On the
contrary, for those with higher levels of PSA than
4ng/ml, only 25.68% patients have cancer with
Gleason score ranging from 6-8 and majority of
patients (65.77%) have no character of cancer or just
PIN. Moreover, very few patients (0.9%) showed PSA
less than 4ng/ml but with cancer. Our data suggest
that false positive rate is much higher than the correct
positive diagnosis rate using PSA as the first
screening. In this cohort study, only about one fourth
patients can get benefit from the PSA screening to
predicate the cancer which is consistent with the
Gleason grade detection (Fig.1B). PHI is also not
correlated to cancer (P=0.4301) (Fig.1C). Furthermore,
there is no significant correlation between PSA and
cancerous (P=0.266) or Gleason grade (P=0.3046)
confirmed by pathological biopsy (Fig.1D) even there
is a Spearman's correlation if based on rank of specific
range of values. Namely, there is a non-linear similar
trend between PSA levels of 4-35 ng/ml and Gleason
score of 6-7 in Kazakhstani cancer patients (N=222)
(Fig.1D).
Next, we found the test sensitivity is high as
96.61 %, but along with it, its specificity is at a very
low level as 10.43%. This analysis suggests that,
probably, for Eurasian, or old, or both groups of male
the threshold of PSA for cancer prediction should be
higher in order to increase the specificity. The
summary is shown in the Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of the results of PSA test with prostate
cancer status
PSA Test results
Pred. “Cancer”
(PSA ≥ 4)
Pred. “No Cancer”
(PSA <4)
Class recall

True characteristics in 222 subjects
True “Cancer”
True “No Cancer”
57
146

Class precision
28.08%

2

17

89.47%

96.61%

10.43%

For statistical analysis “Reference Value Advisor
V2.1” software [13] was used. The overall data
analysis of PSA level in patients have shown that
there is a correlation between high PSA level and
cancer at higher values, but at lower levels, the
correlation is almost negligible. The distribution of
PSA level in healthy and cancer-positive patients
confirms the absence of correlation, by showing high
similarity. The distributions are shown in the Figure 2.
The reference value estimation confirmed this
assumption. The results are shown in Table 2.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 3, there is no
significant correlation between age and PSA levels,
suggesting that PSA levels are not dependent on age.
Table 2. Statistical analysis on PSA levels in different types of
patients
Mean (ng/mL)
Median (ng/mL)
Minimum value (ng/mL)
Maximum value (ng/mL)
Reference interval (ng/mL)

“Cancer”
18.5
8,2
3.14
100
3.5-100

“No cancer”
8.2
6.0
1.7
91.5
3.1-31.4

Discussion
The cohort study suggests that both PSA and
PHI have poor correlation with the PCa prediction in
Eurasian men. PSA test remains to be one of most
wide spread and controversial diagnostics marker for
PCa. According to the American Cancer Society, PSA
level above 4 ng/mL and below 10 ng/mL have ~25%
chance of PCa occurrence and PSA level more than 10
ng/mL increases chances of PCa occurrence over 50%
[14]. Our study confirms its inaccuracy of
false-positive and false-negative predictions. Even in
European Randomized Study of Screening for
Prostate Cancer (ERSPC) including 162,387 men PSA
test showed 75.9% false-positive results [15]. Such a
high false prediction rate can be explained by several
factors. For example, enlarged prostate gland such as
benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) may lead to the
increase in PSA level, but no cancer was detected [16].
Moreover, PSA level is higher with older age [17]. In
addition, High BMI decreases PSA level [18] and
http://www.jcancer.org
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Prostatitis increases PSA level [19]. Ambulation,
ejaculation can also affect PSA level [20]. In order to
make accurate diagnosis, all factors should be counted
and PSA test results have to be adjusted. From our
results it can be seen that PSA test model needs
improvements. For example, PSA levels between 2.5
and 10 ng/mL and low urinary PSA levels are
associated with PCa [21]. Along with PSA test and its
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variations, there are several alternative diagnostics
markers developing nowadays. These include
Insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), Transforming
growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1), Early prostate cancer
antigen (EPCA), Anterior gradient 2 (AGR2), Prostate
cancer antigen 3 (PCA3) [22-26] . However, reliability
of these systems varies and is still under investigation.

Figure 1. Levels of PSA, PHI, and Gleason grade of prostate cancer patients from Kazakhstan. A. The distribution of PSA in Kazakhstani patients of the
cohort study. B. The percentage of patients with different levels of PSA (<4ng/ml and >4ng/ml) or PHI (<27ng/ml and >27ng/ml). C. Chi-square analysis showed the
P value. D. The distribution of PSA and Gleason score in prostate cancer patients in the cohort study. Spearman's correlation analysis showed the P value is 0.3046.
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Figure 2. PSA levels distribution in cancer and healthy patients

Figure 3. Distribution of PSA levels in different ages

There is a low correlation between cancer
incidence and widely accepted PSA cut-off value. For
biochemical reason, Esther et al. reveals that there is
another method based on determination of PSA
glycosylation-specific abnormalities or changes [27].
Oncogenic processes may highly influence cellular
glycosylation process and PSA has carbohydrate
content so it is predicted that glycosylation involves
alteration of gene expression and activity of
glycosyltransferases [16]. One more approach of early
detection of PCa using non-invasive way is to
measure non-coding RNA, miRNA level in patients’
blood [28]. It has been shown that in PCa and BPH
patients, seven miRNAs such as miR-675 levels were

significantly altered in cancer and non-cancer groups
[28].
From our data we found some abnormal cases
that super high values of PSA but not related to
cancer. The reason for high value of PSA might be the
hyperexpression of PSA by hybrid vigor in Eurasian
men but may not necessarily by cancer. According to
Ayagan (2013) from 1st to 6th century the Great
Steppes were inhabited by different nomadic tribes
such as Huns, Avars with further formation of Turkic
Khaganate [12]. All of the mentioned stages created
unique phenotype of population which is different
from other Asians such as Chinese, Koreans, and
Japanese [12]. Thus further genetic testing to study the
http://www.jcancer.org
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correlation of PSA gene locus heterogeneity and PCa
would uncover the new mechanism of PSA alterations
in Kazakhstani patients.
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8.

Conclusion
PSA screening is currently used diagnostic test
for predicting prostate cancer in Kazakhstan. The
results of this study showed that PSA test is not a
reliable method for determining PCa in Kazakhstani
patients. There was a high trend of false-positive
results for this test, so it gave rather negative impact
because of unnecessary biopsies. The low correlation
with cancer was mostly seen in the patients with
lower PSA levels. Moreover, PHI test, which is the
combination of several types of PSA (overall PSA, free
PSA, p2PSA) measurements, was tested for the
accuracy as an alternative diagnostic tool. However,
this test also did not show the high correlation of the
diagnostic test and the PCa. Future suggestions are to
discover and use other markers such as glycosylation
pattern and specific miRNA levels. Novel PCa
diagnostics markers are urgently needed to increase
the quality of personalized medicine in Kazakhstan.
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